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GERMANY
Sächsische Landesbibliothek –
Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek Dresden (SLUB)

It is the widest collection of steno books, reviews, documents
together with typewriting books, audiorecordings and videos.
Since a few years, a project for transferring books into digital
version available on line is going on.
You can see the list of the available books in digital format at this
link
http://digital.slubdresden.de/listenansicht/?tx_dlf%5Bpointer%5D=1
Several important editions has been digitalized, among them a
report about Intersteno Congresses from the beginning up to 1977
which can also be seen in the Archive meny of www.intersteno.org Congresses' final reports.
Copies of the books can be obtained and also bought on line.
Postanschrift:
01054 Dresden

Contact person (2015)
Ansprechpartnerin
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Jana Kocourek
Tel.: +49 351 4677-571
Fax.: +49 351 4677-731
E-Mail: Jana.Kocourek@slub-dresden.de

Catalogue on line
http://www.slub-dresden.de/sammlungen/sonstigespezialbestaende/stenografische-sammlung/kataloge/
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Library of the German Association Forschungs- und
Ausbildungsstätte für Kurzschrift und Textverarbeitung in
Bayreuth E. V.
This important and accurately kept collection of steno books has
over 10.000 individual titles to which the annual volumes of the
magazines has to be added, therefore a total of about 15.000 is to
be accounted.
The director, dott prof Boris Neubauer and Monika Disser, made
intensive researches and visits for buying steno books from
England, France and Italy.
The library also includes a museum, which shows many samples of
old typewriters as well as steno machines.
Postal Address:
Bernecker Straße 11, 95448 Bayreuth
Telefon: 0921 23445
Fax: 0921 7857475
www.forschungsstaette.de
E-Mail: info@forschungsstaette.de
Director - Dott Prof Boris Neubauer
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Library of the Stenografenverein 1925 Treysa e. V.

About 1000 books mainly referring to the German stenosystems,
typewriting and computer.
It includes a nearly complete collection of all Intersteno Congress
reports since the first one in London 1887.
In the library room several pieces of old stenomachine and office
equipments are shown.

Director Ralf Groß
Address:
34613 Schwalmstadt-Treysa Reichenberger Straße 22 ·

Stenografenhaus Telefon 06691 9116868 Telefax 06691
9116869
mail = stv.treysa@t-online.de
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ITALY
Library of Accademia Aliprandi-Rodriguez - Firenze

The library begun with books offered by the Aliprandi's Family after
the death of Giuseppe Aliprandi (1975) who was President of this
Accademia from 1927 till his death.
After him Flaviano Rodriguez was asked to take over the activity,
and he pursued the goal of having a library which is linked to the
libraries of Tuscany and his hosted in the meeting rooms of
Accademia Aliprandi-Rodriguez in Florence - Piazza Duomo.
The library has about 6000 books on steno, typewriting and word
processing and was gradually increased with donations from
important scholars who made relevant studies about shorthand and
stenomachines.
The catalogue is available on line at the web site of the Accademy.
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Several books are now also available in digital format at this link
http://www.accademia-aliprandi.it/htm/testi_digitalizzati.htm
It is to be mentioned that among them, there is the collection of all
release of Bollettino dell'Accademia Italiana di Stenografia from
1934 to 1939 thanks to a donation done by dott. prof. Boris
Neubauer and the collection released during the second worldwar
(1940-1944) is going to be made soon available in digital format.
Director: Dott Carlo Rodriguez who is also President of the
Accademia.
Piazza Duomo, 6 - Firenze
Tel : (055) 239.86.41
Fax : (055) 28.97.19
Email : info@accademia-aliprandi.it
http://www.accademia-aliprandi.it
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Library of Francesco and Zaira Giulietti Foundation

This important collection of about 3000 books and 199 collections
of steno-reviews published in the last 2 centuries was originally a
property of Prof. Francesco Giulietti, head of the stenografic
department of the Italian Chamber of Deputies and historical expert
of shorthand and author of technical and historical books.
The library was installed n Florence, but since March 2013 it is
hosted in the Biblioteca Civica e Archivi Storici in Rovereto (in the
northern part of Italy) and will be officially inaugurated tentatively
in May 2014.
www.comune.rovereto.tn.it
E-mail: bibliotecacivica@comune.rovereto.tn.it
Director Mr Mario Baldigian
baldigianmario@comune.rovereto.tn.it
Contact person for the Library: Ms Laura Frapporti
frapportilaura@comune.rovereto.tn.it
Address: Biblioteca Civica "G. Tartarotti"
Corso A. Bettini 43 - 38068 Rovereto (Trento)
Tel. 0464.452582 - fax 0464.452344
On the web-site http://www.fondazione.giulietti.com is available the
catalogue of this library. A project of digitalization for the last 20
years of the review 'Civiltà della scrittura' edited by Fondazione
Giulietti, has been completed as well as all the releases from 1987
till 2005 of 'Rivista degli stenografi' which was the previous name of
this review.
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APICE – ARCHIVI DELLA PAROLA, DELL’ IMMAGINE E DELLA
COMUNICAZIONE EDITORIALE ‐ Milano
This entity is based in Milano, and is strictly linked to the State
University and relevant libraries: you can have information
connecting to
http://www.archividelnovecento.it/index.php?option=com_content&
view=article&id=485&catid=3&Itemid=13&lang=it
As at June 2015 the full collection of the Bollettino dell'Accademia
Italiana di Stenografia, edited by Giuseppe Aliprandi from 1925 up
to 1975, has been transferred to this entity from the personal
belongings of dott. Francesco Aliprandi (son of Giuseppe).
From 1945 the 'Bollettino' took the new overtitle 'Studi grafici'.
There is a provision to publish the entire collection in digital format.
This collection is a mine about Shorthand in the 20th Century, with
thousand of pages about documents, systems, people of that time.
A part of this collection is available in digital format at the web-site
of Accademia Aliprandi-Rodriguez, at this link
http://www.accademia-aliprandi.it/htm/testi_digitalizzati.htm
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Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale e biblioteca Marucelliana ‐ Firenze

This libraries include over 1000 Italian books on shorthand, as well
as additional publications in English - French and German aboout
the same topic.
The catalogue on-line includes researches for both the National
Library and Marucelliana.
The link to the catalogue is the following
http://opac.bncf.firenze.sbn.it/opac/controller.jsp?action=search_b
aseedit
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THE NEETHERLANDS
Nationale biblioteek van Nederland

Although there is not a specialized stenographic library in The
Netherlands, there is a very big general and historical library, the
"Koninklijke Bibliotheek" in The Hague.
This library has one copy of every book published in this country
since many decades. And so they also have many stenographic
books. What is more, they have many books and personal papers
stemming from the inheritances of famous Dutch people:
statesmen, writers etc. There is no trouble in consulting there for
example the first edition of a well-known stenographic textbook of
A.W. Groote, from 1901, or the personal correspondence in steno of
the former Dutch prime minister Dr. W. Drees (from around 1950).
Website:

http://www.kb.nl/

There is an online catalogue, and a small part of the books are also
available in digital format.
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SWITZERLAND
Steno collection hosted in the Cantonal Library of
Aarau

It consists of about 5000 pieces mainly referring to steno systems
in Switzerland, Germany and Italy. Also a full collection of several
steno reviewes of Switzerland is included.
Kantonsbibliotec Aarau
Aargauerplatz 5001 Aarau, Switzerland
+41 62 8
https://www.ag.ch/kantonsbibliothek
email address: kantonsbibliothek@ag.ch
The katalogue is available on line at
http://aargauer.aquabrowser.com
Responsible person for the steno collection in the Library is Ms
Margrit Giudici of the Swiss Stolze-Schrey Association.
Address: Dachsweg 8, 4153 Reinach, Tel-Nr. 061 711 37 53 magi@intergga.ch
http://www.steno.ch
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UNITED KINGDOM
Many thanks to Peter Walker for checking the information
and supplying additional comments.

The British Library

Location:
• 96

Euston Road, London NW1 2DB
Tel. (020) 7412 7676

Access
• General

•

enquiries about the library collection;
Tel: (020) 7412 7676.
Email: reader-srvices-enquiries@bl.uk
Admission to use the reference collection is by prior
permission;
Tel: (020) 7412 7677
Email: Reader-Admissions@bl.uk
Website: www.bl.uk

•

The catalogue is available on line
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http://explore.bl.uk/primo_library/libweb/action/search.do?dscnt=0&vl%2817
4399379UI0%29=any&frbg=&scp.scps=scope%3A%28BLCONTENT%29&tab=l
ocal_tab&dstmp=1380041280090&srt=rank&ct=search&mode=Basic&dum=tru
e&tb=t&indx=1&vl%28freeText0%29=Shorthand&vid=BLVU1&f
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UCL Library Service - C.K. Ogden Library

UCL Library Services,
UCL (University College London),
Gower Street,
London WC1E 6BT

Telephone:
020 7679
7793
E-mail:
library@ucl.ac.uk

5,000 volumes and over 500 manuscripts boxes
The Ogden Collection was the Library's greatest acquisition of the
20th century. It was purchased with a generous grant made by the
Nuffield Foundation to encourage research in the field of
communications. Charles Kay Ogden (1889-1957) himself described
his library as "an Orthological library of 50,000 volumes with
universal English as a solution to the international problem of
Debabelization, and the educational problem of Word Magic as its
focus." From this library UCL acquired in 1953, the Brougham
papers and several other manuscripts, a background collection of
3,500 volumes to the Bentham-Brougham group including 152 early
Bentham items, and about 1,500 volumes (including 24 incunabula
and 394 STC books) of carefully built special collections of rare
books in fields related to his interests. He once listed the special
interests of his collecting as "semantics, meaning, word magic,
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supplemented by subsections of sign systems, symbol systems and
non-verbal notations (including cryptography and shorthand),
universal language, translation and simplification". Many of these
interests are supported by author rather than subject collections.
The special collections of the Ogden Library (with the number of
items in brackets) include : J.V. Andreae, the author of Turris Babel
(9), Bacon (41), Boyle (35), Chaucer (6), Coleridge (16), Comenius
(15), Ben Jonson (9), Kircher (19), Milton (23), Minsheu (34),
Shelley (22), Bishop Wilkins (22), annotated books (300),
cryptography (21), emblems (85), and shorthand (13).
Ogden had a particular penchant for collecting books of interesting
provenance, so the collection contains five books from Ben Jonson’s
own library, Percy Shelley's annotated copy of Petrarch, John
Constable's copy of the memoirs of Sir Joshua Reynolds (1813) and
Oscar Wilde's heavily annotated copy of the Elegies of Propertius
(1872).
There are c.4,800 volumes of 19th and early 20th century works,
including many tracts, works by Lord Brougham, and Bentham,
some 237 works by Halliwell Phillipps, many biographies of major
political figures such as Gladstone and Daniel O'Connell, and a
number of large volumes containing illustrations of the Crimean War
from The Times.
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/library/special‐coll/ogden.shtml
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Carlton Shorthand Collection

Location
• Senate

House Library - University of London
Senate House, Malet St.
London, WC1E 7HU, U.K.
Tel. (020) 7862 8470

Name
• Carlton, William (1886-1973)
Periods
• 16th century - 20th century
Creator
• Carlton, William, 1886-1973
(Carlton was a collector of all things concerning the history of
shorthand)
•

The collection: One of the most comprehensive shorthand
collections known, with an estimated 18,000 books, periodicals, and
pamphlets on all aspects of stenography, many thought to be
unique. Items date from the sixteenth to the twentieth century and
are of all countries and systems in nearly sixty languages and
dialects. Works include examples of applied shorthand such as early
sermons, trials and speeches printed from shorthand; works by
well-known authors (e.g. Dickens; Shakespeare) printed in
shorthand; books on the history and bibliography of shorthand; and
manuals of various systems of shorthand. Periodical literature
comprises 780 titles of the collection (approximately 15%) and
provides sources for rapidly changing office practices of the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries and the role that women
played in them. About 40 items formerly belonged to the
stenographer James Henry Lewis (1786-1853).
19

Access
• Unrestricted for purposes of private study and personal
research within the controlled environment and restrictions of
the Library's Palaeography Room.
Contact the University Archivist for details.
•

http://www.senatehouselibrary.ac.uk/our-collections/historiccollections/printed-special-collections/carlton/

•

Mandy Wise
• UCL Special Collections: spec.coll@ucl.ac.uk
•
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Chethams Library

Location
• Library,

Long Millgate,
Manchester M3 1SB
Tel. (0161) 834-7961
Fax. (0161) 839-5797

Content
• History

•
•

of shorthand.

Includes John Byrom’s library collection and the John Harland
collection.
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Access
• Access

to the collections is free, but prior application to the
Librarian is required,
Email: librarian@chethams.org.uk

•
•
•
•

•
•

An on-line catalogue is available at these links
http://130.88.25.225/vs/List.csp?SearchT1=BYROM&Index1=
Keywords&Database=1&SearchMethod=Find_1&SearchTerm1
=&OpacLanguage=eng&Profile=Default&EncodedRequest=*2
D*BF*AA*97G*0B*3E*DF*A2G*91*E2*04*196*A9&Encoded
Query=*2D*BF*AA*97G*0B*3E*DF*A2G*91*E2*04*196*A9
ht
http://130.88.25.225/vs/List.csp?SearchT1=HARLAND&Index
1=Keywords&Database=1&Facet_Language=&Facet_Location
=&Facet_Owned=&Facet_Pages1=&Facet_Pages2=&Facet_Pri
ce1=&Facet_Price2=&Facet_PublicationType=&Facet_Subloca
tion=&Facet_Year1=1801&Facet_Year2=1850&h
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Exeter Central Library - The Pocknell Collection

Location
• Castle

Street, Exeter,
Devon EX4 3PQ
Tel. (01392) 384 206
Fax. (01392) 384 208

•
•

Edward Pocknell was a professional shorthand writer and deviser of
the Legible Shorthand system. He worked for many years in London
and was president of the Shorthand Society. He retired to Exeter
and bequeathed his collection of books to Exeter City Library in
1894.
The listin which is attached to this document, is, according to the
Library information, a provisional one, based on the items recorded
in the 1901 printed catalogue of the Royal Albert Museum reference
library. Items marked with an asterisk are listed only on the
evidence of inclusion in that catalogue. Those without an asterisk
have been verified by a shelf check of that part of the collection
which survived the 1942 air raids and fuller publication details and
the accession number have been added to these entries.
A subsequent inventory of the material in the collection was
undertaken in 2006/7.
Access:
23

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Apply to the Library Manager, by letter, telephone, email or in
person.
Website: www.devon.gov.uk/library
The Pocknell shorthand collection is held in the West Country
Studies Library (housed at Exeter Central Library).
The online catalogue of this collection may be accessed at
www.devon.gov.uk/index/cultureheritage/libraries/inf
o/ref-special-collections/pocknell.htm
Exeter Central Temporary Library
Castle Street
Exeter
EX4 3PQ
Telephone: 01392 384206
Fax: 01392 384208
email: exeter.library@devon.gov.uk

•
•
•
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Glasgow Libraries - Donald (shorthand) collection

Location
Glasgow Libraries, Information & Learning.
The Mitchell Library, North Street, Glasgow G3 7DN
Tel. (0141) 287 2999 (enquiries)
Fax. (0141) 287 2815
Content
Includes the Donald Purchase (shorthand) 400 volumes.
Access:
Responsible:
Jamie Flett
Special Collections
Mitchell Library
Glasgow Libraries
(0141) 287 2988
www.glasgowlife.org.uk
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Guildhall Library, City of London

The Guildhall Library’s printed books collection has over 200,000
titles dating from the 15th to the 21st centuries and includes books,
pamphlets, periodicals, trade directories and poll books.
Guildhall Library is a library of London history, the largest collection
in the world devoted to the history of a single City. The collection
covers all aspects of life in London, past and present, its trade,
people and buildings. Specialising in the history of the City of
London (the Square Mile) the collection also covers the rest of
Greater London. From breweries to football clubs, Mayfair madams
to Jack the Ripper, we may have a book, pamphlet or periodical
article on any aspect of London life that interests you.
A collection of 18th, 19th and 20th century books on shorthand is
also included.
Location
• Aldernanbury,

London EC2 P2E
Tel. (020) 7332 1868
Fax. (020) 7600 3384

Content
• History of shorthand.
Access
• Apply to the Principal

Reference Librarian.
Website: www.corpoflondon.gov.uk

•

Links to a few researches in the catalogue on line
http://www.cityoflondon.gov.uk/things‐to‐do/visiting‐the‐city/archives‐and‐
city‐history/guildhall‐library/Pages/default.aspx
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http://prism.talis.com/cityoflondon/items?query=shorthand
http://prism.talis.com/cityoflondon/items?query=history+of+shorthand
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Incorporated Phonographic Society
This Society was founded by Isaac Pitman.
A biografy of this well known and reputed inventor is readible as e‐book at the
following link
http://archive.org/stream/abiographicalsk00bathgoog ‐ page/n6/mode/2up
Location
• Bishopsgate

Institute, 230 Bishopsgate,
London EC2M 4QH
Tel. (020) 8684 9984
Fax. (020) 8684 9984

Content
• Books

about or printed in Pitman’s shorthand, General history
of shorthand.

•
•
•

Website: http://www.the-ips.org.uk/
connected organization - British Institute of Verbatim
Reporters http://www.bivr.org.uk/

•
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•

National Library of Scotland

Location
• George

lV Bridge,
Edinburgh EH1 1EW
Tel. (0131) 226 4531
Fax. (0131) 622 4803

Access
• Apply

to the Librarian.
Website: www.nls.uk
Email: enquiries@nls.uk

•

Special and Named Printed Collections in the National Library of Scotland
http://www.nls.uk/catalogues/online/snpc/list.cfm?letter=W

WARDEN SHORTHAND COLLECTION
The collection formed by John Mabon Warden, of Edinburgh, VicePresident of the Esperantista Akademio, was presented to the
Library in 1927. Warden built up a comprehensive collection of
shorthand manuals from the 16th to the 20th century, mainly in
English, but with c. 500 works in foreign languages, together with
works of literature, sermons, reports of trials, etc. reproduced in
shorthand. The collection contains c. 4,600 printed items comprising
books, pamphlets and runs of periodicals, and 60 manuscripts.
29

Items include Timothy Bright’s Characterie, an Arte of Shorte,
Swifte and Secrete Writing by Character (1588), Samuel Botley’s
Maximum in Minimo (1674), William Hopkins’ The Flying Pen-man
(1674), and editions of Thomas Shelton’s Tachygraphy and Tutor,
Jeremiah Rich’s The Pen’s Dexterity Completed, and William
Mason’s Pen Pluck’d from an Eagle’s Wing.
A large section of the collection is devoted to the work of Sir Isaac
Pitman and his successors, including books reprinted in Pitman’s
phonography or modifications of it.
Typescript inventory of the manuscripts: the .pdf file is attached at
the end of this document.
At this link one can see the inventory list
http://www.nls.uk/catalogues/online/cnmi/inventories/acc5706.pdf
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St. Bride's Printing Library, London

Location
• Bride

Lane, Fleet Street,
London EC4Y 8EE
Tel. (020) 7353 4660
Fax. (020)7583 7073.

Collection
• Manuals
Access
• Apply to

and periodicals on shorthand (about 3,000 items)

the Librarian, by letter, telephone, email or in
person.
Email: stbride@corpoflondon.gov.uk

An online catalogue is available
http://capitadiscovery.co.uk/cityoflondon/
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The Pitman Collection

Location
• Library

and Learning Centre, University of Bath,
Claverton Down, Bath, BA2 7AY, U.K.
Tel. (01225) 826826
Fax (01225) 826229.

Name
• Pitman Collection
Periods
• 19th-20th centuries,
Creator
• Sir Isaac Pitman and

predominantly U.K.
his grandson Sir James Pitman

Content
• A

collection of printed, manuscript, audiovisual materials and
artefacts; includes over 7300 monographs and serials on the
history of shorthand.

•
http://www.bath.ac.uk/library/about/collections/archives/visiting.html

Access
Lizzie Richmond, University Archivist
The Library
University of Bath
Claverton Down
Bath BA2 7AY
E-mail: E.Richmond@bath.ac.uk
Tel: +44 (0) 1225 383464 (internal ext. 3464)
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United States of America

The Leslie Collection

Location
• Rider

College, 2083 Lawrenceville Road,
Lawrenceville, NJ 08648-3099.
Tel. (609) 896-5000
Fax. (609) 896-8029.

Name
• The Louis A. Leslie Collection of Historical Shorthand materials
Periods
• 1710-1970's.
Creator
• Louis A. Leslie (ex-Chief Editor of the Gregg Publishing Co.)
Content
• ca. 12,000 books and periodicals on shorthand, typing and

the history of shorthand education; contains examples of
every important shorthand ever invented (and many
unsuccessful systems).

Access
•

Website: http://www.rider.edu/library

•
•

Catalogue of main steno books
http://voyager.rider.edu/vwebv/search?searchArg=leslie+collection
&searchCode=GKEY%5E*&limitTo=none&recCount=50&searchType
=1&page.search.search.button=Search
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BRASIL
(Thanks to Prof. Waldir Cury for this information)

A Library of Stenography, Stenotype and Typewriting
Assembleia Legislativa do Estado do Rio de Janeiro – Seção de
Taquigrafia – 5º andar, Praça XV – Rio de Janeiro.
The Hansard chief is Mrs. Adriana Fonseca.
This text was translated from Portugues into English by
Claudio Bizzocchi

The Ferreira Lima Collection
is a collection of specialized
books in shorthand, stenotypy
and typewriting. This important
collection was donated to the
Legislative Assembly of the State
of Rio de Janeiro in October 1994
by Mrs. Lygia Ferreira Lima
Patiño Ayroa , then the director
of the Remington School who is
the daughter of the organizer of
such collection, the distinguished
Professor
Adhemar
Bezerra
Ferreira Lima.
The person that acted as the
intermediary to this donation was
the then stenographer-reviewer
of the Legislative Assembly of the
State of Rio de Janeiro and who
is currently a shorthand professor, Waldir Cury .
Neatly placed in two large shelves, the collection comprises
about 30,000 items (books, magazines, periodicals, pamphlets,
manuscripts, shorthand conferences minutes) and is considered to
be the largest collection in the world that has ever been accrued by
an individual on the subject.
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The library was organized through hard work and patience that
lasted more than 40 years and started with 200 literary
compositions that belonged to the father of the distinguished
Professor Adhemar who was the no less illustrious Professor
Frederico Ferreira Lima, founder of the Remington School (founded
on March 15, 1911).
As to the importance of Prof. Frederico Ferreira Lima and the
Remington School he founded, we simply point out the fact that, in
1912, he prepared the first group of typists who were from the
Senate and held the first Typewriting and Shorthand Competitive
Examinations in our country. Moreover, in 1929, he taught, for the
first time in Brazil, typing to the blind with great success.
The Ferreira Lima Collection is a rarity. Compared to it, only
the sections of shorthand at the national libraries of Great Britain
and the United States, highlighting the “New York Public Library”
(15,000 books), and greater even the “Stenographisches
Landesamt” (40,000 books) in Dresden, Germany which holds the
largest collection of literary compositions on shorthand (although,
unfortunately, many items were destroyed by air raids in 1945).
Special mention should also be made to the “Library of the
University of London” which, in 1960, received a private collection
(15,000 volumes) from Mr. William J. Carlton as donations.
The Ferreira Lima Collection is distinguished by its universality.
Although the predominant literary compositions are in Portuguese,
there is a huge range of books in other languages like: English,
French, German, Spanish, Italian, Russian, Bulgarian, Japanese,
Polish, Hungarian, Dutch, Hebrew, etc. Included as well, is a large
number of rare literary compositions from the 19th century and
some from the 18th century (some autographed by the authors).
Worthy of mention is the book “Steganographia” by Johannis
Trithemius, written in Latin (1721 edition) and is considered to be a
very rare literary composition.
Very little escaped the collector’s net of the refined Prof.
Adhemar Ferreira Lima. It is replete with materials not only on
shorthand systems but also on the historical part related to them.
With respect to shorthand systems and methods, invented at
different times and in different parts of the world, the collection is
really astonishing. All forms of shorthand systems can be found
like: the phonetic, orthographic, geometric, cursive, semi-cursive
and mixed.
Among many literary compositions, the ones that call greater
attention are: Samuel Taylor’s (who is considered to be the Father
of Modern Shorthand), Isaac Pitman’s and John Robert Gregg’s. As
to the French systems: Aimé Paris’s, Émile Duployé’s , Prévost’s and
Delaunay’s , besides Conen De Prépéan’s. From Spain: D. Francisco
de Paula Marti’s. From Germany: the revolutionary cursive systems
by Franz Xaver Gabelsberger and August Heinrich Wilhelm Stolze.
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The historical part, which is very rich, includes literary
compositions in several languages related to shorthand in ancient
Greece as well as the famous TIRONIAN NOTES from the ancient
Romans that is considered to be the first organized shorthand
system that was used in 63 BC all the way up to the end of the 11th
century. Another very complete literary composition that stands out
is that of Albert Navarre on the history of shorthand called “Histoire
Générale de la Sténographie” (1909) and likewise, the crowned
literary composition by the Englishman Thomas Anderson called
“History of Shorthand” (1882).
The Ferreira Lima Collection is a real treasure, not only as
research material but also for the memory of human knowledge.
The Ferreira Lima Collection is maximally important, as Shorthand
becomes an advanced arm in Mankind’s History on writing.
.
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JAPAN
Many thanks to Mr Tsuguo Kaneko for his contribution

The National Diet Library(Digital Library from Meiji
era : http://kindai.ndl.go.jp/ ) has been kept many Stenography
books .
Japan Stenography Association Library, is arranging a PDF series of
stenobooks (2014) .
Mr.N.Sugawara has been kept his Library mainly Nakane System.
See the full list of information sent from Mr Kaneko at the
end of this document.
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Miguel Palant Collection at the National Senate of Argentina

The Argentinian Congress Library which includes over 6 millions
books, contains the Palant Collection, with over 700 books on
shorthand as well as reports of the Intersteno Congresses and
several hundred steno reviews from all over the world.
Miguel Palant was a stenographer at the Argentinian Senate, a well
known author of many shorthand books; among which Ciencia y
taquigrafía (1951).
The Congress library has an online catalogue which can be found at
http://consulta.bcn.gov.ar/bcn/catalogo.buscar
The website of the Library is
http://www.bcnbib.gov.ar/inst.php
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A presentation of this library was done by Mr Jorge Bravo who is
now the Head of the stenographic department of the Senate at the
Intersteno Congress in Ghent. The videos of this event are available
at the latest news of July 2013 of www.intersteno.org
The presentation is also available on youtube at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bz9ajz59fuE
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SEARCH OF SHORTHAND TEXTS AMERICAN CANADIAN LIBRARIES - Use this link.
http://archive.org/details/texts
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ANNEXES
DresdenLibraryClassificationCriteria.pdf
WarrenScottischInventoryShorthandBooks.pdf
Stenography Electronic Library in Japan List
(1) Public Interest Corporation Japan Stenography Association
http://www.sokki.or.jp/book/

Bookshelf
Title
Published year
Association’s publishment
PDF bookshelf
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http://www.sokki.or.jp/book/%EF%BD%90%EF%BD%84%EF%BD%86%E6
%96%87%E5%BA%AB/

PDF Bookshelf
Giji Enzetsu Toron Bocho Hikki Shimpo(
)
The first published Stenography Text book in Japan
Kotoba no Shashinho(
)
The first Text book for Takusari system
Bocho Hikki Ho(
)
Secon published Takusari family system in Japan
Nipponstenotype
The first Japanese Stenotype SOKUTAIPU text book
Warpro Sokkiho(
)
High speed input system by Japanese Word processor(Tape transcribing text
book)
Kokugo Sokki Gaisetsu(Jo)
( )
The Outline of Japanese Stenography (1)
Kokugo Sokki Gaisetsu(Ge)
The Outline of Japanese Stenography (2)
Kokugo SokkiShi Taiyo(Jo)
Summary of Japanese History of Stenography(1)
Kokugo SokkiShi Taiyo(Jo)
Summary of Japanese History of Stenography(2)
Shin Warpro Sokkiho(
)
New Warpro Sokkiho
Sokki Nyumon Handbook(
)
Hand book to Japanese Stenography
Nakane Shiki Sokkiho Kokai(
)
Nakane Stenography System
Nihon Sokkiho jo ni okeru KanjiOn to Sono RyakuJi Hosoku no
Kenkyu
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Study on Japanese Pronounciation of Chinese Characters and Principles for
Designing Abbreviations from Stenographic point

(2) Mr.Noboru Sugawara ( Sokki Doraku)
http://www12.ocn.ne.jp / ~sokkidou/b‐inde

Devotee of Stenography

Sokki Moji
Soran(
)
Collection of
Stenographic
Alphabet in
Japan
Sokki Kyoiku
Kankei
Shiryo(
) Archives of Stenographic Education
Nakane Shiki no Shokai to Hyoka(
) Introduction of Nakane
Stenography System and Evaluation
Kyoto Sokki Gakko ni okeru Jugyo Jikan ni tuite(
)
Teaching Hours in Kyoto Stenography School
Cho Nakane system yori(
) From Super Nakane system
Utsushing no Susume(
) Introduction to Nakane Stenography
Katen INTSUKUKI ni tuite(
) Dot method of INTSUKUKI sounds
in Nakane Stenography System
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Koshukai Sokki Shiryo(
) Materials for Stenography Seminar
Nakane Shiki Kankei Bunken(
) Literature of Nakane Stenography
System
Sekai Sokki Nenpyo(
) World Stenography Chronicle
Nakane Shiki 21 Seiki Gata no Kaisetsu HAYAKANA (
21
)
Explanation on 21 century model of Nakane Stenography System
Juko Shiki(
) Juko Stenography System
Pitman Shiki no Shokai (
) Introduction of Pitman System
Fukabori Shiki Shakuhachi Sokkiho(
)
Seiyo no Sokki(
) Stenography in Europe
Bocho Hikki Shinpo no Shokai(
) Introduction of Bocho Hikki
Shinpo
Marugo Shiki Sokkiho no Shokai (
) Introduction of Marugo
Stenography System
Morita Shiki(Shugiin Morita Minoru An) no Shokai(
) Introduction of
Morita Stenography System
Nakane Shiki Sokkiho ni tsuite(
) About Nakane Stenography
System
Tsuchida Shiki Sokkiho(
) Tsuchida Stenography system
Sutetamonjanai Fukkakuha no Sokki Houshiki(Aranami system)
Phoneme System ARANAMI Stenography
System
Nakane Shiki Ritsuan no Konpon Hoshin(
) Basic Principle of
Nakane Stenography System
SokkiShi Hoan(
) Bill of Stenographic Reporter
Nakane Masayo Sensei no Sokki ni taisuru Kangaekata
(
) View of Stenography by Masayo Nakane
Sokki Jidai ,journal of Nakane Sokki Kyokai (
)
Nakane Stenography Magazine by Nakane Stenography Association
Nichidai Shiki(
) Nichidai Stenography System
Sokki Koshukai ni okeru Anketo(
) Enquete of Stenography
Seminar
ChokuSenIkki no Sokki ShiryoShitsu
Library of ChokuSenIkki
Nakane Shiki Shoryakuho Ichiran (
) Abbreviation Principle of
Nakane Stenography System
Gojuon Fugo ni kansuru Mondaiten (
) Point of Nakane’s Basic
Alphabet
Speed Memo Ho Gaiyo (
) Outline of Speed Memo Method
Izumi Shiki Siryou(
) Materials of Izumi Stenography System
Kankoku no Sokki Hoshiki no Shokai (
) Introduction of Korean
Stenography systems
Mohri Shiki no Shokai(
) Introduction of Japanese Cursive Mohri System
Gantoretto Shiki no Shokai(
) Introduction of Gauntlette System
Kishu Sokki Kenkyusho no Shokai (
) Introduction of Kishu
Stenography Study Group
Kizokuin to Showa Shiki (
) House of Councilors and Showa
Stenography System
Sokki Hoshiki no Hikaku to Morita System (
) Comparison
Stenography systems and Morita System
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V Stenography System(V
) V Stenography System
Bunmei Kaika Ki no Sokki Koshukai (
) Stenography Seminars in
Westernization Meiji era
Takusari 76 System (
) Takusari Stenography System version 76
(3) Steno2000 : no Library now
http://www2s.biglobe.ne.jp/~L‐Fairly/index.html
(4) Steno world: no Library now
http://www.geocities.jp/steno/
(5)Come together Stenography studens : no Library now
http://sokki.okoshi‐yasu.net/index.html
(6)V System : learning site
http://sokki.syuriken.jp/t50/v/index.html
(7) Tokyo Stenographic Reporters Association : no Library now
http://park2.wakwak.com/~tks/hiroba.html
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